CONVEYORS
Volumetric Technologies designs and manufactures the highest quality conveyor equipment
in the industry to meet a wide variety of needs. Precision made and built to last, our equipment combines innovative features customized for a perfect fit every time. Volumetric Technologies: experienced, agile, and leading the way in packaging equipment production.
Volumetric Technologies conveyors come in unlimited configurations to fit a variety of needs.
Reliable and durable, our conveyors offer innovative features and the option of customization.
Table Top Conveyors
Belt Top Conveyors
Gap Transfer Conveyors
Compression Conveyors
Our quality-built stainless steel Conveyors are available in standard open top, closed top, and
hygienic designs. All conveyors are smartly designed with easy wash down in mind, with
several optional features to fit a variety of needs.

FEATURES
Stainless steel legs and levelers
Straight running and side flexing chain
models
Stainless steel bearings
Direct drive – hollow bore gearbox / motor
combinations
Variable speed frequency drives

CONVEYORS

OPTIONS
Table top and belt styles
Single, tandem, or solid rails
Custom rail mounting
Stainless steel casters for mobility
Closed top construction
Closed top hygienic construction

PROVIDING INNOVATIVE CONVEYING SOLUTIONS

GAP TRANSFER CONVEYORS
Our Gap Transfer Conveyors transfer your filled or empty containers from one standard
conveyor to another by gripping the sides of the container as it is transferred. This unique
transfer process leaves the bottom of the container open and available for either inkjet or laser
code dating without stopping or slowing down the filling or capping process. This innovative
design facilitates downstream inspection of the code dating.

FEATURES
Aluminum or Stainless steel construction
Fixed or adjustable height machine frames
Variable speed

OPTIONS
Digital counters for setting belt width
Digital speed indicators
Stainless steel control enclosures
Print head mounting

COMPRESSION CONVEYORS
Our quality-built Compression Conveyors are designed primarily for the meat and bakery
industries. All conveyors are smartly designed with quick release belts for easy wash-down
in mind, with several optional features to fit a variety of needs.

Stainless steel construction
Stainless bearings
Stainless gearboxes and motors
Variable speed
V-grooved straight running
belting and pulleys

Adjustable height
Quick release belting
Adjustable compression height
Adjustable compression angle of top belt
Guarded with interlock cover
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